ANGLO-SAXON MANUSCRIPTS AND RELATED SITES

These links are provided as-is, with no guarantees of their usefulness.

MANUSCRIPT IMAGES AND DIGITAL FACSIMILES

Blickling Homilies at Princeton University Library, Scheide Collection
Cambridge, Corpus Christi College: Parker Library On the Web
UCLA Catalogue of Digitized Medieval Manuscripts
Digital Scriptorium
Electronic Beowulf
London, British Library Digitised Manuscripts
McGill Digital Library (Oxford, St. John's College MS 17)
Oxford, Bodleian Library Digitised Manuscripts
Oxford, Bodleian Library, Early Manuscripts at Oxford University
Oxford, Bodleian Library Luna Manuscript Images
Virtual Manuscript Library of Switzerland
See also our list of participating libraries.

ANGLO-SAXON RESEARCH AND SCHOLARSHIP SITES

Dictionary of Old English
Electronic Sawyer: Online Anglo-Saxon Charters (with online images of some documents)
Fontes Anglo-Saxonici
International Society of Anglo-Saxonists
Old English Newsletter
The Production and Use of English Manuscripts 1060-1220
Prosopography of Anglo-Saxon England
Sources of Anglo-Saxon Literary Culture
Anglo-Saxon Penitentials
Old English Lexonomics